A new technique for the acceleration of iterative image restoration algorithms is proposed. The method is based on the principles of vector extrapolation and does not require the minimization of a cost function. The algorithm is derived and its performance illustrated with Richardson Lucy R L and maximum entropy ME deconvolution algorithms and the Gerchberg Saxton magnitude and phase retrieval algorithms. Considerable reduction in restoration times is achieved with little image distortion or computational overhead per iteration. The speedup achieved is shown to increase with the number of iterations performed and is easily adapted to suit di erent algorithms. An example R L restoration achieves an average speedup of 40 times after 250 iterations and an ME method 20 times after only 50 iterations. An expression for estimating the acceleration factor is derived and con rmed experimentally. Comparisons with other acceleration techniques in the literature reveal signi cant improvements in speed and stability.
Introduction
Iterative image restoration algorithms are popular methods for deconvolving images from the Hubble Space Telescope HST, medical tomography, and satellite sensors. These methods are non linear and o er more e ective restoration than simple techniques, such as linear inverse ltering, which often fail 1 . Nonlinear techniques are useful when the data is noisy or incomplete, which is usually the case in practical applications.
Iterative techniques operate on the result of the previous iteration and are normally slow t o c o n verge toward the nal result. They give better control and enhanced results compared with linear methods, but have considerable computational requirements. Iterative restoration is routinely used in the astronomical community, where the expense of computing resources and time is small when compared with that of collecting the data. This cost is restrictive in more down to earth applications where restoration of a single image could take several hundred iterations and many hours of processing to achieve. This paper presents a new method for accelerating the convergence of iterative restoration algorithms, termed automatic acceleration. Acceleration of convergence means faster processing and allows iterative techniques to be used in applications where they would otherwise be deemed too slow to be practical.
The technique is derived by considering the general form of an iterative algorithm and then applying a type of vector extrapolation. Four iterative methods, the Richardson Lucy R L and maximum entropy ME deconvolution algorithms and the Gerchberg Saxton G S magnitude and phase retrieval algorithms, are used to illustrate the diverse range of iterative methods the acceleration technique can be applied to. There is a bias toward examples using the R L algorithm because of the large amount of research already invested in accelerating this method.
The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand. Section 2 brie y describes the R L algorithm and presents an overview of several acceleration techniques in the literature. The theory behind the acceleration algorithm is given and the method derived. An estimate of the acceleration factor at each iteration is proposed, and further enhancements to the technique are described, which use more information to increase acceleration. Section 3 illustrates the performance of the acceleration techniques when they are applied to the various algorithms. This section also discusses the results obtained when the techniques are applied in the presence of noise. Areas for future research are discussed before Section 4 concludes the paper. The appendixes provide the theory behind the proposed acceleration method.
Theory

The Richardson Lucy Restoration Algorithm
The R L algorithm 2, 3 is an iterative technique used heavily for the restoration of astronomical imagery in the presence of Poisson noise. It attempts to maximize the likelihood of the restored image by using the expectation maximization algorithm 4 . The algorithm requires a good estimate of the process by which the image is degraded for accurate restoration. The degradation can be caused in many ways, such as subject movement, out of focus lenses, or atmospheric turbulence, and is described by the point spread function PSF of the system. The image is assumed to come from a Poisson process and, therefore, is corrupted by signal dependent noise. There may also be electronic or quantization noise involved in obtaining the image. The image degradation is modeled as
The iterative R L algorithm may be succinctly expressed asf
wheref k is the estimate of f after k iterations, is the correlation operator, and is called the R L function. The image h f k is referred to as the reblurred image.
An individual pixel normally changes most rapidly in the rst few iterations and slower as the restoration continues. A pixel may show exponential convergence or more complicated behavior such as oscillations. Figure  1 shows the path of an individual pixel from a 10,000 iteration R L restoration on an eight bit image presented below Fig. 4d . The pixel in Fig. 1a illustrates the rapid changes in the rst few iterations which slows as the iterations increase. The path of a pixel can also be seen to be continuous | noise and discontinuities are not visible. Figure 1b shows that the characteristic scale of the oscillations increases exponentially. These properties will be used below to develop the acceleration technique. It is normally necessary to terminate the restoration process before convergence is reached to prevent the algorithm from causing noise ampli cation. The termination condition is often based on the statistics of residual noise. An alternative approach is to employ noise attenuation methods 5 .
The R L algorithm maintains two properties between the distorted and the restored image, conservation of energy and nonnegativity. Maintaining the total energy is important for applications such as astronomy and electron microscopy where the distortion does not alter the total number of photons or electrons detected. Nonnegativity is important, as the photon or electron count a t any pixel cannot be negative.
Overview of Acceleration Methods
The aim of an acceleration algorithm is to reduce the time required to achieve a certain level of restoration without introducing unwanted artifacts. The acceleration factor is the ratio of the computational time required by the unaccelerated and accelerated methods to restore the image to an equivalent level. An error measure is often used to compare the level of restoration between images. If the acceleration method requires little additional processing, then the computational time is proportional to the number of iterations performed. To perform acceleration, it is necessary to determine which parameter is appropriate to modify | not in all cases will it be the image pixels. A n umb e r o f t e c hniques for the acceleration of the R L algorithm will now be discussed 6, 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 .
A simple way to increase the speed of convergence is to predict where each pixel in the image is going from the correction generated by each iteration. One method proposed by Meinel 6 
Here g k is the di erence vector generated by the iterative algorithm and is used as an estimate of the gradient direction. From Eq. 4, the estimated acceleration factor achieved by each iteration is equal to .
One method that uses the line search approach 7 adjusts to maximize the log-likelihood probability a t each iteration and uses a Newton Raphson iteration to nd its new value. It o ers speedups of 2 to 5 times but requires limits on to prevent instability. Another technique similar to this method, with a maximum acceleration factor of 7 after 10,000 iterations, was described by Holmes and Liu 8 . Maximizing a function in the direction of the gradient v ector is termed steepest ascent while minimising a function in the negative gradient direction is called steepest descent. All discussions relating to ascent methods apply equally to descent methods. Kaufman 9 has also shown how the expectation maximization step of R L is related to steepest ascent. Problems can occur with steepest ascent methods if the acceleration step is too large or inaccurate. Errors are introduced, which, if ampli ed by the acceleration process, can result in instability. Thus a steepest ascent method requires an acceleration iteration followed by a correction iteration with little acceleration. This approximately halves the gain made by each acceleration step. The method of acceleration described by Eq. 4 shall be referred to as technique I.
A gradient search method superior to steepest ascent is the conjugate gradient method 12 . This algorithm requires the gradient of the cost function and an accurate line search technique. This approach has been proposed by the authors 10 as well as by Kaufman 9 and by Lane 11 . One di culty with line search techniques is the need to e ciently and accurately maximize a cost function. Several function evaluations may be required, which can involve signi cant computing time. It is also necessary to be able to determine a cost function and gradient measure for the iterative algorithm. This may not be trivial for algorithms such as the error reduction or G S type algorithms 13 . One of our aims in this paper is to propose an acceleration technique that requires as little information about the iterative algorithm as possible.
New Acceleration Method
A new technique is now proposed that attempts to overcome some of the problems with the line search methods described previously. The main modi cation is in the way the direction vector is calculated and applied. Line search methods base the direction vector on the di erence generated by applying the iterative algorithm to the current prediction Eq. 5. The new technique calculates the direction as the di erence between the current iteration and the previous iteration. If x k is the iterated point, y k the predicted point, h k the direction vector, and k the acceleration parameter then: 9 This method shall be referred to as technique II and is graphically shown in Fig. 2 . This method of acceleration is a form of vector extrapolation that predicts subsequent points based on previous points. Each iteration provides a correction step plus the information used in adjusting the step length.
Acceleration can be applied when the restoration changes slowly between each iteration and also if the algorithm is insensitive to the changes introduced. These are both properties of the R L algorithm.
Determining Level of Acceleration
Determining the level of acceleration to apply after each iteration is important for maximizing the speedup and preventing instabilities. As mentioned previously, the R L algorithm can be accelerated by use of the log likelihood as a cost function. However, this function is difcult to maximize analytically, and numerical approximations are normally used 7, 8 .
Also, each iterative algorithm requires for its own individual cost function to be devised and evaluated. This may be mathematically or computationally di cult depending on the algorithm. Therefore there would be great advantages in an acceleration technique that offers large acceleration factors without maximizing a cost function.
This leads us to a technique we h a ve termed automatic acceleration. In automatic acceleration only previous information is used for prediction, with no cost function to guide us. Technique II is well suited to this type of acceleration.
One method for determining the acceleration parameter k is derived in Appendix A. The operator centered dot operator is an element wise multiplication, and P sums all elements in the array:
; 0 k 1: 10 The value of k should be constrained between 0 and 1. The upper bound is not normally reached, as most algorithms have a decreasing rate of convergence, but enforcing the constraint prevents the algorithm from causing the prediction vector to grow exponentially. Should k become negative, then its value is set to zero, which causes the acceleration process to terminate and begin again. No acceleration is applied for the rst iteration, as there is insu cient information to calculate k .
This formulation of k takes into account t wo factors | the geometric convergence of each iteration step and the similarity i n direction of the gradient v ectors. The maximum level of acceleration is achieved if each gradient v ector is collinear. This can be illustrated by considering the one dimensional sequence 2 ,k , which has linear convergence. Applying the new acceleration method transforms the sequence to 2 ,kk+1=2 , which has superlinear convergence 14 .
An interesting feature of this method of calculating k is that it will not accelerate vectors already accelerated by the steepest ascent approach, as each gradient v ector is orthogonal to the previous one.
When calculating k it is useful also to determine a second parameter, k , which can be used later in estimating the acceleration factor:
: 11 
Estimating the Acceleration Factor
The estimated acceleration achieved by each iteration by technique II is di erent from that achieved by line search methods technique I. Even though the acceleration parameter is less than unity, signi cant acceleration is achievable because the acceleration is related recursively to all previous acceleration steps.
The estimated acceleration k at iteration k is
where is the e ciency parameter. Appendix B de nes e ciency and derives this approximation for the acceleration factor. If k is calculated from Eq. 10, then k can be approximated by:
This formulation has been used for all results in this paper and was found to be relatively accurate, though it may not be applicable for all images and algorithms. The total e ective n umber of unaccelerated iterations is the sum of the acceleration factors at the current and at each previous step. The average acceleration factor is the e ective n umber of iterations divided by the current iteration, k.
Increasing Acceleration
Technique II can be further enhanced by use of more information to increase the accuracy of the prediction process or to accelerate it further. The current acceleration process employs only the rst two terms in the Taylor's Series expansion of Eq. where n f k is the nth nite di erence at f k . Using higher order terms is not e cient when technique I is used because additional unaccelerated iterations are required for calculation of the higher derivatives. However, it is relatively simple when technique II is used, as the higher derivatives can be calculated from the previous iterations. The 2 f k term is calculated as
17 thus no addition iterations are required, only the storage for an extra image. Only a few higher order derivatives should be used, as their in uence decreases, and they become less accurate, as the order increases. Using the second derivative allows the acceleration factor to be increased, and a modi ed acceleration parameter is k = P g k,1 g k,1 P g k,2 g k,2
. Despite these approximations, using a second order term has been found to be remarkably e ective in giving an extra boost to the acceleration process.
A far more ambitious goal is to use higher order terms to predict more than one step ahead. This should be particularly e ective during latter iterations when the restoration is changing very slowly. This is an area of continuing research.
While this enhancement to the acceleration process produces higher levels of acceleration, only results for the rst order implementation of technique II will be presented.
Results and Discussion
This section presents the results obtained by application of the proposed acceleration technique to a variety of iterative algorithms with simulated and real blurred imagery. One of the original unblurred eight bit images is shown in Fig. 3 , with the selected region measuring 128128 pixels. The tail section is a detailed image, and the identi cation number 01568 will be used in illustrating the acceleration methods. The error measure used to compare results is a normalized mean square error MSE between the restoration and original unblurred image. The MSE is normalized with respect to the initial MSE.
The majority of the tests involved the R L algorithm. The following abbreviations are used for the unaccelerated and accelerated R L restorations: RL0n = Unaccelerated R L for n iterations. RL1n = Accelerated R L for n iterations.
with the acceleration parameter calculated from Eq. 10. If the initial image presented to the R L algorithm is at, then the rst iteration will produce h ? g . Therefore h ? gwill be used as the initial image for each restoration.
Noise Free Images
A Gaussian PSF with the form exp,r 2 =5, where r is the radius in pixels, was used to blur the image to give the distorted image in Fig. 4a . The rst test added no noise to the image so as not to obscure any oscillations or artifacts introduced during restoration. Deconvolution was performed with the R L algorithm, and restorations after 250 iterations are presented. The RL0250 restoration in Fig. 4b shows increased detail over the blurred image but the identi cation number is not readable. RL1250 gives Figure 4c , which is further restored and produces a readable identi cation number. An unaccelerated restoration was then performed until the MSE matched that of the RL1250 result. This required approximately 10,000 iterations and is shown in Fig. 4d , which also visually matches the accelerated restoration Fig. 4c . Therefore RL1250 restoration has an overall acceleration factor of 40 times. Using Eq. 12 gives an estimated acceleration factor of 37.3 times, which correlates well with the experimental result. By contrast, acceleration using the steepest descent approach results in a speedup of only ve times. Figure 5a shows the acceleration parameter k produced by the RL1250 restoration. The curve increases rapidly from zero and tends toward unity as the restoration proceeds. The instantaneous and average acceleration factor at each iteration, based on Eq. 12, are shown in Fig. 5b . The acceleration factor has an approximate linear increase with each iteration.
One limiting factor in applying acceleration is the necessity to prevent u n wanted artifacts in the restoration. One common artifact is oscillations or rippling in the restoration. The unaccelerated R L algorithm does introduce slight oscillations near edges in the image | caused by the Gibbs e ect. Applying excessive acceleration can increase the signi cance of these oscillations. Both restorations have a similar rippling artifact, which suggests the method for calculating the acceleration parameter is appropriate. Figure 6a shows the MSE between the original and the restored images for RL0250 and RL1250 restorations. The curves illustrate how the acceleration in- creases the rate of convergence, especially during the initial iterations. Figure 6b shows the same data but with the x axis altered to re ect the e ective n umber of iterations performed. This causes the MSE curves to align almost exactly, which further con rms the accuracy of the estimated acceleration factor. Figure 6 : a MSE between original and restored image no noise and b plotted with e ective iterations, which shows the curves match. Unaccelerated RL010,000, solid curve; accelerated RL1250, dashed curve.
Performance with Poisson Noise
Unless modi ed to cope with noise, the R L algorithm can cause unwanted artifacts during restoration by attempting to over t the noisy data. It is normally necessary to halt restoration when artifacts begin to appear. To determine if noise has any in uence on the acceleration method, the blurred image was corrupted with Poisson noise and then restored. Poisson noise was simulated by taking unit variance Gaussian noise and scaling it by the square root of the pixel intensity before adding it to the image. Because Poisson noise is dependent o n the image intensity, two tests were performed, the rst with the mean of the image as 1,000 and the second with mean 10,000. A l o wer image intensity results in a lower signal to noise ratio. Restorations were performed for 100 di erent P oisson noise processes.
The results for both experiments are summarized in Table 1 , which indicates image mean, whether acceleration is applied, the iteration at which the minimum MSE is achieved, the acceleration factor, the estimated number of iterations at the minimum MSE and the gure showing resulting restoration. The results for the 1,000 mean and 10,000 mean images are shown in Figs. 7 and 9 respectively, with corresponding MSE curves in Figs.  8 and 10 . The MSE graphs have a solid curve as the average MSE, and the dashed curves show the maximum and minimum MSE at each iteration. Owing to the high level of noise in the rst experiment, relatively few iterations can be performed before noise ampli cation becomes signi cant. Despite this, the acceleration method was still successful in reducing the number of iterations by a factor of three. The image with mean 10,000, and therefore higher signal to noise ratio, allowed more iterations to be performed.
The accelerated algorithm works just as well in the presence of noise as the unaccelerated algorithm because a similar minimum MSE is achieved. The normal practice of halting the restoration after a certain number of iterations is important because the acceleration can cause the restoration to quickly diverge from the desired results if too many iterations are performed. 
Acceleration of Maximum Entropy Algorithm
The new acceleration technique was applied to an ME algorithm as described by Bonavito et al 15 . The method uses Lagrange multipliers k to determine the restored image f k such that
where c is a scaling factor. An example restoration in 15 is performed on a Hubble Space Telescope HST image that su ers from spherical abberation and detector saturation 1 . The R Aquarii image HST dataset x0c90101t cvt.c1h is shown in Fig. 11a with an overexposed central region and Reseau marks visible. Those areas of invalid data are masked, and the resulting image is shown in Fig. 11b . The HST image was obtained before installation of the corrective optics, and the PSF used for restoration was provided HST dataset x0cj010bt cvt.c1h. Figure 11c shows the result of 1,000 unaccelerated iterations of the ME method. This is the same number as performed in 15 and a similar restoration is produced. An accelerated ME restoration was performed for 50 iterations and the result is shown in Fig. 11d .
factor is con rmed experimentally when it is noted that the acceleration parameter was approximately unity throughout the restoration.
It is important to note that the Lagrangian multipliers k are the controlling variable in the ME algorithm and, therefore, these should be accelerated rather than the pixel values of the restored image.
(c) Figure 11 : Restoration of R Aquarii using ME. a Raw HST data, b mask applied to invalid data, c unaccelerated 1,000 iterations, d accelerated 50 iterations.
Acceleration of the Gerchberg Saxton Algorithm
The Gerchberg Saxton G S algorithm is one popular method for attempting Fourier magnitude or phase retrieval. This algorithm can be painfully slow t o c o n verge 13 and is a good candidate for applying acceleration.
To test the G S algorithm, the original F16 image was padded with zeros to 256256 pixels, and then either the Fourier magnitude or phase was removed. Figure  12a shows the result of magnitude retrieval by the generic G S algorithm after 1,000 iterations, and Fig.  12b shows the result after 70 accelerated iterations. The accelerated result contains fewer artifacts than 1,000 unaccelerated iterations, indicating a speedup of over 14 times. This acceleration factor is greater than that predicted analytically, possibly because the acceleration helps avoid situations in which the G S algorithm stagnates. Phase retrieval is more di cult to achieve, as the standard G S algorithm often stagnates. Applying accelerated G S phase retrieval to the test image caused the algorithm to stagnate faster, achieving a lower MSE in seven iterations than the unaccelerated G S did in 100 iterations. One method of preventing stagnation is to use the hybrid input output algorithm. There has been some preliminary success in achieving acceleration with this modi cation of the G S algorithm.
It is important to note that acceleration was applied in the frequency domain for phase retrieval and in the spatial domain for magnitude retrieval. 
Practical Considerations When Applying Acceleration
When applying the acceleration techniques described in this paper, there are several important considerations that should be made to ensure the best result is achieved. The rst is whether the iterative algorithm can be accelerated. Several test restorations should be made rst to observe whether the restoration converges smoothly.
The path an individual pixel or other variable takes should be smooth and continuous with no discontinuities or noise. The algorithm should also be insensitive to small changes in the image between each iteration. Algorithms that require several hundred or several thousand iterations should achieve greater acceleration factors than those that require only a few iterations. Special consideration should be made regarding which part of the iterative algorithm is to be accelerated. When the R L algorithm is used, the estimated restoration after each iteration is accelerated, whereas the Lagrangian multipliers Eq. 19 are accelerated for the ME algorithm.
Acceleration is normally begun immediately if a good estimate is used as the starting point for the restoration. However, if constant or random valued data is used as the rst estimate then, to prevent excessive acceleration at the start, a few unaccelerated iterations should be performed before acceleration is applied.
Stability during restoration will be maintained with technique II if k is between 0 and 1, and the image retains non negativity. A c heck a t e a c h iteration should be made to ensure an accelerated pixel does not become negative.
Future Research
There are several areas for further investigation into the new acceleration method technique II. Applying the acceleration method to other iterative algorithms should help to uncover limitations of the method and will show the extent to which the acceleration method can be applied in practice. The use of technique II should allow the use of iterative image restoration algorithms in applications where they were previously considered too slow. As mentioned previously, there is considerable scope for achieving higher levels of acceleration when more information is used in the acceleration process.
The new acceleration method could also be used as a generic acceleration method when iterative algorithms are designed. This would allow the algorithm to be designed for producing the best result rather than having to compromise for speed considerations.
Conclusion
Traditional acceleration methods using a gradient search approach h a ve been presented but require careful use to prevent instability during restoration. A new method, called automatic acceleration, has been proposed and shown to achieve signi cantly increased acceleration over previous methods with little computational overhead. An example R L restoration achieves an average speedup of 40 times after 250 iterations, and an ME method by 20 times after only 50 iterations. Acceleration is achieved without the need for a cost function to be determined or minimized.
The new method is stable, and an estimated acceleration factor has been derived and con rmed by experiment. The acceleration technique has been successfully applied to Richardson Lucy, maximum entropy and Gerchberg Saxton restoration algorithms and can be integrated with other iterative techniques. The technique shows considerable promise in accelerating a wide range of iterative image restoration algorithms, which should allow them to be used in applications where previously they would have been considered impractical.
x s is the vector x k converges. A and B are diagonal matricies, and is a scalar used to prevent B from becoming negative. We h a ve no knowledge of the form of the quadratic or its eigenvalues or eigenvectors.
The aim of acceleration is to move along the path or close to it faster than the iterative algorithm. If this is possible, then the accelerated method should result in the same solution given that the same path was taken. Using the current and the previous estimates and associated gradient information, the aim is to predict a new estimate further along the path. Given estimates at x k and x k, the aim is to predict x k+ :
x k+ = S k+ B S , 1 and gradient g k :
y k = x k + k x k , x k,1 ;
x k+1 = y k = y k + g k ; k+1 = g k g k,1 g k,1 g k,1 ; y k+1 = x k+1 + k+1 x k+1 , x k :
This formulation of the acceleration parameter requires no knowledge of the quadratic A or its eigenvalues and eigenvectors and does not require that they be constant over the entire error surface. The value of k is di cult to determine exactly, though it is proposed that it can be estimated bŷ The estimates of acceleration achieved in this paper use M = 3 Eq. 13 which correlate well with experimental results.
